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Trilateral Operand
Core Philosophy
Leadership, Law and Governance
Leadership, law, and governance together form a trilateral operand that
underscores our organization’s core philosophy, defines its viability, and supports
those key architectures and frameworks that guide its endeavours.
Acronym
Prallagon is an acronym for the ‘practice of leadership, law, and governance’. It
fuses leadership with a moral effort, facilitates adherence to law to maintain
social order and stabilize human affairs, and integrates ethical performance
criteria into systems of governance. The trilateral is a unified component whose
function is to incorporate the intent for justice in all undertakings.
Functions
Each unit functions independently with varying degrees of proficiency in society.
Difficulties arise when just one unit falls below optimum performance, which
also impacts the operating efficiency of its fellow units. As this occurs, justice
becomes endangered that portends dire circumstances for any society. This
could cause societal instability. If not controlled, a progressive breakdown in law
and order could occur resulting in progressive societal dysfunction and civil
strife.
Performance
To maintain viability and carry out its intent to promote justice as the viable
element for societal progress, the trilateral operand recognizes that each unit
housed within its framework must be in contiguous synchronization if it is to
achieve the near or optimum performance needed to generate the synergy
required to ease much of societal burdens.
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Public Policy
The trilateral operand is not effective as a standalone concept but is best used as
a basis for planned strategic undertakings detailed within a cohesive global
public policy framework, a framework whose focused intent is to weaken
nefarious social underpinnings, implement major innovations in education and
training that have a global outreach, and devise means to ensure that concepts
of justice are reining criteria.
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